MAKING WAY FOR SEVERAL LAURELS AND AUDIENCE APPLAUSE, SPARSH KHANChANDANI OF ‘UTTARAN’ FAME IS A MULTI-TASKER OF SORTS, AFFIRMS NIKI MITHARE

Age doesn’t really matter when one has immense talent and enough potential to display his/her skills. Here’s presenting, Sparsh Khanchandani, the star kid of ‘Uttaran’ - a popular show on Colors. Barely eight years old, this wide-eyed bundle of innocence is the talk of the town. Sparsh, the new kid on the block, plays the lead protagonist ‘Icchaa’ who, with her outstanding performance rules the audience’s hearts and the Channel’s TRP’s as well. Sparsh, a Std III student of Kendriya Vidyalaya, Ambernath excels in performing skills as well as in her studies.

Making of the Star

With tremendous acting potential and amazing screen presence, Sparsh started receiving acting and advertising assignments at a tender age. She starred in Sahara One’s show ‘Mera Sasural’ sharing screen space with television biggies. But it is her portrayal in the serial ‘Uttaran’ that has won applauds for Sparsh from the young and old alike. Besides the various television assignments, Sparsh is currently shooting for an upcoming movie “Red Alert” co-starring Sunil Shetty, Naseeruddin Shah and Bhagyashree. Sparsh has also acted in several local advertisements and some major commercials.

On the dance floor...

Sparsh has a passion for classical dancing. She’s currently being trained in Bharatnatyam and has successfully passed Level I & II. Besides, she has participated in several dance competitions, of which the Smart Kids Dance Competition and the Doordarshan Solo Dance Competition were the major ones. Sparsh stood first in the Smart Kids Competition in the Solo dance category winning applauds for her performance.

Balancing Act

Despite so many things on her platter, Sparsh also excels in both academics and extra-curricular activities. For her outstanding performance in the School curriculum, Sparsh was awarded as the Best Student of the year 2007-08. The Rotaract Club of Ulhasnagar (E) - Youth Wing of Rotary International awarded Sparsh the ‘Naaz 2007 Award’. This award is an honour presented to prominent personalities of the town who excel in their respective fields.

Leading her way

Sparsh is all praise for her parents and all teachers of her school who have encouraged her to outshine in her respective fields. Usha Shukla, the Principal and Neelam Khanna, the Headmistress of Kendriya Vidyalaya also deserve special mention as they stand as pillars of encouragement for Sparsh helping her with academic exposure which she at times misses out due to her shooting schedules. But ask Sparsh about how she balances her various acts, she replies in just two words, “I manage…” With this precision and positive attitude at such a young age, Sparsh is definitely a delightful kid star to watch out for!
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Quiz

Quiz No 57

WHERE IS ANGEL FALLS LOCATED?
- Ecuador
- Venezuela
- Colombia

WHICH SPORTS BRAND USES JAGUAR AS A SYMBOL?
- Puma
- Reebok
- Adidas

WHICH DwarF PLANET WILL THE DAWN MISSION EXPLORE?
- Ceres
- Charon
- Eris

WHICH ACID COMBINES TO MAKE A PROTEIN MOLECULE?
- Acetic acid
- Formic acid
- Amino acid

WHICH GAS FUELS THE BURNER IN A HOT AIR BALLOON?
- Methane
- Propane
- Ethane

CHIKOO IS BELIEVED TO BE A GREAT SOURCE OF WHICH VITAMIN?
- Vitamin A
- Vitamin B
- Vitamin C

BY WHAT OTHER NAME IS NARCICCUS KNOWN AS?
- Daffodil
- Tulip
- Daisy

THE BANGANGA TANK TRACES ITS ORIGIN TO WHICH HINDU GOD?
- Lord Krishna
- Lord Rama
- Lord Vishnu

Which ordering did Raja Ram Mohan Roy found?
- Arya Samaj
- Satyashodhak Samaj
- Brahma Samaj

Send your entries to: The Editor, Young Explorer, 1st Floor, Mumbai Educational Trust, Gen. A.K. Vaidya Chowk, Bandra Reclamation, Bandra (W), Mumbai - 50. Tel: 26440073/92.